Directions to Woodleigh Farm

751 – 761 Boston Post Road (Route 20), Weston, Massachusetts 02493

Woodleigh Farm is located on Boston Post Road in Weston (Route 20).

From the East - The property access is approximately 2.9 miles west of the intersection of Route I- 95 (128) & Route 20. The entrance drive is clearly marked with the street address # 751 and the entrance drive is on the RIGHT.

From the West - Approaching the site from the west the entry drive is located approximately 6/10 of a mile east of the Wayland town line. The entrance drive is clearly marked with the street address # 751 and the entrance drive is on the LEFT.

Note - Upon entering the property entry drive, there is access to all structures and upland parcels via paved drives and un-pave cart paths. The homes on site are currently occupied and so it’s important to notify Mill Creek Residential to schedule a site tour.